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Local adaptation has been a major focus of evolutionary
ecologists working across diverse systems for decades.
However, little of this research has explored variation at
microgeographic scales because it has often been
assumed that high rates of gene flow will prevent adaptive divergence at fine spatial scales. Here, we establish a
quantitative definition of microgeographic adaptation
based on Wright’s dispersal neighborhood that standardizes dispersal abilities, enabling this measure to be
compared across species. We use this definition to evaluate growing evidence of evolutionary divergence at fine
spatial scales. We identify the main mechanisms known
to facilitate this adaptation and highlight illustrative
examples of microgeographic evolution in nature. Collectively, this evidence requires that we revisit our
understanding of the spatial scale of adaptation and
consider how microgeographic adaptation and its driving mechanisms can fundamentally alter ecological and
evolutionary dynamics in nature.
The spatial scale of local adaptation
Understanding the adaptive evolution of populations in
response to environmental variation constitutes a foundational research program for evolutionary ecologists working
across diverse systems [1,2]. Local adaptation occurs when a
population evolves traits that support higher fitness in its
home environment relative to populations from foreign
environments [3,4]. Most research on local adaptation has
focused on adaptations that evolve across distances that,
despite the ‘local’ moniker, often extend tens to hundreds of
kilometers [5–7]. These distances often exceed both the
environmental grain (the spatial scale of environmental
variation) and the distances moved by focal organisms or
their propagules. Theory shows that local adaptation can
occur when selection exceeds the homogenizing effect of
gene flow [8–11] (Box 1), a prediction supported by empirical
evidence [12,13]. Yet, when designing their research, most
biologists have assumed that high gene flow at small spatial
scales would overwhelm local selection and prevent adaptive divergence (see Glossary). As a result, research has not
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sufficiently challenged the presumption that adaptation
only occurs at coarse spatial scales [14].
The number of studies investigating evolutionary divergence at small spatial scales has increased in recent years,
and the accumulating evidence requires that we revisit our
understanding the spatial scale of adaptation. The term
‘microgeographic’ has long been used to describe patterns
of divergence at fine spatial scales [15,16]. Mounting evidence suggests that microgeographic divergence is more
widespread than is commonly appreciated and occurs
across a wide range of species and geographic contexts
[17–21]. Here we use the term ‘microgeographic divergence’ to refer to trait differences across fine spatial scales
and microgeographic adaptation when these trait differences confer increased fitness in their native sites. We
examine the support for microgeographic divergence and
adaptation occurring in nature and identify its underlying
mechanisms. We also examine how microgeographic adaptation can alter fundamental processes in ecology and
evolution, and conclude with a roadmap for future
research.
Glossary
Adaptive divergence: the evolution of differences between populations as a
result of adaptation to different environmental conditions and divergent
natural selection.
Dispersal: the displacement of offspring away from their parents or natal site of
origin.
Dispersal neighborhood: the geographic area within which individuals and
genes regularly move and interact; estimated as two standard deviations of the
dispersal distribution of a population.
Divergent selection: variation in natural selection resulting in different alleles
being favored in different habitats or populations.
Effective gene flow: the movement and establishment of novel genes that are
not currently present in the recipient population.
Gene flow: the exchange of genes and alleles between populations that
subsequently contributes to the future gene pool of the recipient population; a
result of successful reproduction by migrants.
Genetic drift: stochastic changes in allele frequencies across generations due
to random sampling effects of parental genotypes.
Local adaptation: the evolution of traits in a population that results in higher
fitness of native individuals in the home environment relative to individuals
from foreign populations, regardless of spatial scale.
Maladaptation: the phenotypic deviation of a population or organism from the
optimal adaptive peak within a particular environment.
Microgeographic adaptation: local adaptation of a population occurring within
the dispersal neighborhood of the focal organism.
Microgeographic divergence: differences in trait distributions between samples of individuals within the same dispersal neighborhood. Unlike microgeographic adaptation, this term makes no presumption about the adaptive value
of the trait divergence.
Selective barriers: natural selection that impedes the colonization of migrants
and reduces their fitness in the recipient population.
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Box 1. The theory behind adaptation in the face of gene flow

1
p̂i ¼ 1  ½mð1  p j Þ
si

[I]

but this result requires several limiting assumptions, such as weak
selection and migration. The exact magnitude of divergence with
migration–selection balance depends on many factors, including the
genetic variance–covariance matrix, the relative strength of selection
and migration, the timing of selection and dispersal within each
generation (e.g., see Equations 7 and 8 of [11]), details of the underlying trait genetics (e.g., single-locus, multi-locus additive, dominant,
or linkage among loci), and asymmetries in these parameters across
populations. Asymmetries in habitat quality and population size, in
particular, can influence divergence, where strong source–sink
dynamics leading to directionally biased dispersal can hinder local
adaptation in a recipient sink population (or comparatively small
population) facing antagonistic selection [92,93]. Importantly, the
high levels of migration anticipated at small spatial scales indicate
that gene flow must be lower or selection stronger than expected
(Figure I).
The above results rest on the widely held assumption that all
genotypes are equally likely to migrate. In the context of Equation I
above, the focal population i receives some fraction of immigrants m
with allele frequencies equal to the donor population ( pj). However,
genotypes can differ in their dispersal rate. In particular, in a
population inhabiting a spatially heterogeneous habitat, some
individuals will be more fit in particular microhabitats. Random
dispersal will tend to introduce mismatches between genotype and
habitat, such that selection should favor the evolution of either
matching habitat choice (genotypes avoiding low fitness habitats),

Defining the scale of microgeographic adaptation
As early as the 1940s, Carl Epling and Theodosius Dobzhansky used ‘microgeographic races’ to describe divergent
groups of the desert annual plant Linanthus parryae [22].
Subsequently, Robert Selander used the term ‘microgeographic variation’ to describe genetic divergence in house
mice (Mus musculus) situated in adjacent barns [23].
Ehrlich and Raven [15] cited Selander’s work as evidence
for widespread fine-scaled differentiation in nature in their
classic paper arguing that the local population was the
most important evolutionary unit. Since then, evolutionary
biologists have used the term ‘microgeographic adaptation’
to describe local adaptation at small, albeit inconsistent,
spatial scales. The ‘microgeographic’ designation has been
applied to genotypic and phenotypic differences observed
across distances ranging from 25 m [16] to 40 km [7]. Thus,
despite more than 70 years of use, the term ‘microgeographic’ lacks a clear quantitative definition, which limits
its value for comparisons among species and systems.
For microgeographic adaptation to be applied consistently across species, we need to define a spatial extent
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natal habitat imprinting, or philopatry (reduced dispersal) [94,95]. The
evolution of such habitat preferences can increase equilibrium
divergence between populations, and steepen clines [95,96].

Selecon diﬀerenal (s)

Consider two populations i and j, with allele frequencies pi and pj,
respectively, that exchange migrants at rate m (complete mixing
occurs when m = 0.5, where half the individuals switch populations
every generation). In population i, following immigration the allele
frequency becomes pi(m) = (1–m)pi + mpj, and so pi will always
approach pj (and vice versa if migration is symmetrical). Haldane
[90] presented the first model of the balance between migration and
selection, yielding the widely cited prediction that divergence will
occur when the strength of divergent selection s exceeds the
migration rate m. This is an approximation rather than an exact cutoff. It is more precise to recognize that some small divergence is likely
to occur for most migration scenarios. The question is how much: a
locally favored allele will reach an equilibrium frequency shown in
Equation I [91]:
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Figure I. High levels of dispersal and gene flow are expected at fine spatial
scales. The diagonal line in this simple illustration represents equal strengths of
divergent selection and migration (m = s). Negligible divergence is expected
below this line in the area indicated in green. Above this line, increasing trait
divergence will occur because selection exceeds gene flow, as indicated by the
gradient from green to red. Microgeographic divergence depends on some
combination of stronger divergent selection (s) and lower gene flow (m) than
originally expected. For instance, a focal population (black dot) might experience
some observed selection differential (s), with some dispersal capacity (m),
leading to little expected divergence. Greater than expected divergence is
possible if selection is stronger than expected (vertical arrow) or effective gene
flow is less than expected from dispersal patterns (horizontal arrow).

that is scaled to the dispersal ability of each species. Here
we define ‘microgeographic’ relative to the dispersal neighborhood, an idea first derived by Sewall Wright to describe
the geographic area within which movement of individuals
regularly occurs. Specifically, the dispersal neighborhood
represents all of the individuals located within a radius
extending two standard deviations from the mean of the
dispersal kernel of a species [8,24] (Box 2). Hence, microgeographic adaptation is defined as a special case of local
adaptation occurring at the fine spatial scales at which
populations should experience high gene flow based on the
expected levels of dispersal.
Recognizing that evolutionary divergence occurs across
a continuum of spatial scales, we propose a metric of
adaptive divergence across space that serves as a spatial
analog to measures of evolutionary rate [25]. This metric,
the ‘wright’, indicates the phenotypic difference between
populations relative to the number of species-specific
dispersal neighborhoods separating these populations
(Box 2). The units of the wright are the number of trait
standard deviations separating two samples per dispersal
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Box 2. Estimating the standardized spatial scale of divergence and adaptation
To enable comparisons among species and systems, the spatial scale
of adaptation should be normalized by the dispersal capacity of a
species. We define microgeographic adaptation as adaptive divergence occurring within Sewall Wright’s dispersal neighborhood,
which defines the area where dispersal is frequent enough to prevent
genetic drift. This concept and the details below are easily extended
to any form of trait divergence across space, adaptive or otherwise.
The dispersal neighborhood for individuals distributed in two
dimensions is based on the area under the distribution of dispersal
distances and frequencies for that species or population (i.e., the
dispersal kernel). The neighborhood is the area of a circle with a
radius extending two standard deviations (2s) from the center of the
kernel (Figure I). Assuming a bivariate normal distribution, this area
incorporates 86.5% of dispersal events (95% for linearly distributed
organisms). Microgeographic adaptation occurs if two groups of
individuals (e.g., populations) sampled from less than one neighborhood radius apart have adaptively diverged (Figure I). Adaptation
between sites that are farther than one neighborhood apart would be
considered ‘local’ but not microgeographic adaptation.
Many species exhibit leptokurtic dispersal distributions characterized by more short- and long-distance dispersers than assumed by
the normal distribution [97]. Calculating a leptokurtic neighborhood
size requires a correction factor k (Equation I):
Agenetic neighborhood ¼ kps 2

populations. When d 1 and jx1 – x2j is significantly greater than zero,
microgeographic adaptation is indicated. The wright standardizes
divergence relative to the dispersal of the organism, allowing
comparisons among species with different dispersal abilities. For
continuously distributed samples, the numerator could instead be the
slope of trait values per unit geographic distance divided by the
number of dispersal neighborhoods per geographic distance. This
metric is consistent with the wright if trait divergence is linearly
related to distance; otherwise generalized additive models or similar
techniques might better estimate nonlinear relationships. We can also
amend this formulation to create a second metric using Euclidean
distance in the denominator, providing a measure of divergence per
unit absolute distance, analogous to the darwin for absolute time. For
appropriate transformations of data, see [25].

[I]

where k depends on the degree of kurtosis [8,27]. k = 4 for normally
distributed dispersal. Increasing leptokurtosis generates lower k
values and smaller neighborhoods due to the increased observations
near the center of the kernel [27]. Considering discrete population
patches, the migration rate (m) can also be estimated by integrating
the probability distribution of the kernel over the area of the recipient
patch at its geographic location under the kernel (Figure I). The
population mixing parameter Nm can be calculated if effective size
Ne is known.
So far, we have suggested a rule of thumb for defining microgeographic adaptation. However, adaptation occurs across a spatial
continuum, and is often a matter of degree rather than simply
presence or absence. Therefore, we define the ‘wright’, a metric of
divergence across space that is directly analogous to the previously
defined haldane, a metric of divergence through time [25] (Equation
II):
jx 1  x 2 j
[II]
ds p
where x1 and x2 represent the means of the genetically determined
traits of populations 1 and 2, standardized by the pooled standard
deviation (sp) of those trait values across populations, and d is the
distance in number of dispersal neighborhoods separating the two

w¼

neighborhood. By defining divergence in terms of a dispersal neighborhood instead of Euclidean geographic distance, we can compare the differentiation between
organisms with radically different dispersal capabilities.
Once significant divergence is found, researchers interested in local adaptation must then determine whether
the observed divergence is adaptive and heritable, typically through transplant and common garden experiments.
Wright’s neighborhood has a long history of theoretical
development and application in population genetics and
represents a common evolutionary distance scaled to dispersal [8,26,27]. The dispersal neighborhood was originally
derived for populations where individuals are continuously
distributed on the landscape. Using the dispersal kernel
and information about the recipient population, the dispersal neighborhood proposed here can also be extended to
the island model of discrete populations and the Nm metric
of dispersal and gene flow (Box 2). For our purposes, the
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Figure I. Hypothetical dispersal kernel for a moth species overlaid onto a
landscape with three clusters of suitable forest habitats. This moth has two
distinct color morphs, each experiencing higher fitness on the trees that more
closely match their color and provide better camouflage (upper left). The red ring
inside the kernel delineates the dispersal neighborhood boundary proposed by
Wright, with a radius of two standard deviations (2s) of the dispersal distribution.
Microgeographic adaptation occurs when two populations located less than one
neighborhood radius apart adaptively diverge (e.g., the dark and light moths
diverge between the two forests under the kernel). Divergence between sites
outside of the neighborhood would be considered ‘local’, but not
microgeographic adaptation (e.g., between the light center forest and the far
left group of dark trees). To accommodate the island model of habitat patches,
the migration rate (m) can be estimated from the kernel by integrating the
distribution over the area of the recipient patch on the landscape (the white circle
and corresponding area on the dispersal kernel surface).

dispersal neighborhood represents the expected neighborhood size defined by dispersal capacity rather than what
might be realized by gene flow. We use ‘dispersal’ to define
the displacement of offspring away from parents, and ‘gene
flow’ to define the movement of genes among populations
that subsequently contributes to the future gene pool of the
recipient population. As we show later, multiple mechanisms can decrease realized gene flow below that expected
based on dispersal ability alone. Any mechanism that
reduces the flow of maladapted genes relative to expectations based on dispersal capacity can promote microgeographic adaptations.
Empirical support for microgeographic adaptation
Increasingly, researchers are finding evidence for microgeographic adaptation that occurs within a dispersal
neighborhood and across a wide range of taxa and selective
environments, including toxin tolerance in plants [28],
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morphological traits in land snails [16], and thermal tolerance in fish [18]. For example, despite a dispersal neighborhood estimated to be greater than 1 km, wood frog
(Rana sylvatica) populations separated by as little as tens
of meters show divergent development rate, morphology,
and behavior in response to tree canopy cover [29,30]. In
the apple maggot (Rhagoletis pomonella), adaptation to
different hosts and their fruiting phenology has led to
assortative mating based on host choice and sympatric
divergence between host-specific races at fine scales [31].
Other examples thought to show microgeographic evolution include isopod pigmentation in response to vegetation
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[32], life-history variation in Trinidadian guppies corresponding with predation [33], fungal pathogen resistance
in narrowleaf plantain [34], and sympatric divergence in
crater lake cichlid fishes [35]. Box 3 highlights three illustrative examples of microgeographic adaptation in greater
detail.
Mechanisms promoting microgeographic adaptation
Microgeographic adaptation is particularly interesting
because it occurs despite a high potential for mixing within
a dispersal neighborhood, making it unlikely that neutral
processes can generate appreciable variation at this scale.

Box 3. Examples of microgeographic adaptation in nature

Example 3: depth clines in threespine stickleback
Threespine stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus) males build small
nests and court females to induce them to lay eggs in the nest, after
which the male guards the nest. Given that males are closely
associated with their nest throughout the breeding season, one can
unambiguously match males (and their traits) to particular microhabitat features, such as nest depth, substrate, or distance to
protective cover. Within single lake populations (e.g., not the wellknown benthic–limnetic species pairs), nests typically range from 0.5
to 2.5 m deep. Surprisingly, male body size, trophic morphology,
and diet vary predictably across this narrow range of nest depths
(Figure III; [100]). Nests at different depths are often only a few
meters apart horizontally, well within the daily cruising range of
individual fish.
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Figure I. Anthoxanthum odoratum is a wind-dispersed grass that grows
continuously within and beyond the boundaries of a mine contaminated with
high levels of zinc and lead in northern Wales, UK. The focus of intense study since
the 1960s, this population of A. odoratum shows clear divergence of several
phenotypic traits spanning an area less than 50 m on either side of the mine
boundary (represented by zero on the x-axis; negative distances are samples from
within the mine boundary). Common garden experiments found dramatic
differences in flowering time (7–8 days), zinc tolerance levels (four times higher
tolerance within mine boundary), and plant height (plants 50% taller outside of
mine) between plants on either side of the mine boundary. Adapted from [28,98].
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Example 2: cryptic coloration in the peppered moth
In pre-industrial England, peppered moth (Biston betularia) populations were dominated by a light-colored phenotype providing
camouflage on lichen-covered trees. Concurrent with coal-powered
industrialization, naturalists documented a rapid increase in the
frequency of the black carbonaria morph in and around manufacturing areas (Figure II). Coined ‘industrial melanism’, the dark
phenotype blended well with soot-covered trees, and increased
from no observations before 1848 to nearly 98% frequency in 1895
in at least one population. Experiments by Kettlewell, and later
Majerus, showed that this shift in phenotypic frequency was caused
by strong selection from visual predators [99]. Regulation of air
pollution over the past 50 years has reduced soot deposition, and
the frequency of each color phenotype has since reverted, leaving
the dark carbonaria morph in rapid decline [86]. Complementing
the temporal shifts, spatial variation in industrial emissions created
local adaption of populations across short distances on the
landscape. Mark–recapture, genetics, and modeling studies indicate
that peppered moths have broad dispersal neighborhoods (54-km
wide) and that microgeographic adaptation resulted from intense
selective barriers created by visual predators [86,99].
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Example 1: edaphic adaptations in plants
One of the classic examples of evolutionary adaptation comes from
the recent evolution of tolerance to toxic metals in plants, either in
serpentine soils or following anthropogenic contamination, such as
mine tailings. For instance, as one moves from contaminated mine
tailings onto normal adjacent soil, grass flowering phenology and
metal tolerance diverge over less than 20 m (Figure I; [28,98]). Such
short clines are striking given that the grass Anthoxanthum
odoratum is wind pollinated; thus, gene flow in the form of pollen
dispersal can readily occur across the cline boundary. The steep cline
is apparently maintained by strong divergent selection and partial
reproductive isolation between metal-tolerant and intolerant
grasses.
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Figure II. The peppered moth, Biston betularia, has two distinct color morphs, a
light morph and a dark morph that dramatically increased in frequency after the
industrialization of the 1800s. The frequencies of each morph were estimated
between 1964 and 1975 along a 230-km transect across north Wales and
northwest England. The map shows this area, with the color representing the
level of emissions (a proxy for urbanization; black areas are heavily urban).
Circles represent the proportion of moths sampled at a site that were either light
(white) or dark (black), and are offset from the transect line for clarity. The 54-km
scale bar represents the diameter of the dispersal neighborhood estimated from
maximum likelihood. Adapted from [86]; inset photos by O. Leillinger.
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Figure III. The diet and morphology of male threespine stickleback, Gasterosteus
aculeatus, are correlated with nest depth within a single population. Diet was
measured using carbon and nitrogen stable isotope ratios, converted into
measures of the proportion littoral carbon and trophic position. Morphology was
measured as size-adjusted gill raker length (residuals on body mass).
Importantly, fish were sampled near the start of the breeding season; thus,
there should have been insufficient time for isotopic turnover and phenotypic
plasticity to generate these correlations. Instead, it appears that the diet and
morphology of individuals influence the choice of nest depths. The adaptive
value of these clines remains uncertain, because we lack estimates of fitness for
individuals that match or deviate from this trend. However, it is known that the
focal traits have a heritable basis. Data from [100].

Microgeographic adaptation requires any process that
increases selection strength or reduces maladaptive gene
flow relative to dispersal ability. We highlight seven
mechanisms that either initiate or amplify adaptive divergence at microgeographic scales: (i) strong natural selection; (ii) landscape barriers; (iii) spatially autocorrelated
selection regimes; (iv) habitat choice; (v) selective barriers
against migrants; (vi) evolutionary monopolization effects;
and (vii) sexual selection against migrants. Initiating
mechanisms not only introduce divergence between

previously undifferentiated groups, but can also subsequently continue to cause further divergence. By contrast,
given some level of preexisting genetic divergence, amplifying mechanisms can exaggerate initial differences.
Although strong selection can affect populations at any
stage, we organize our discussion based on the order in
which these mechanisms occur during the arrival, establishment, and reproduction of migrants (Figure 1).
Although we highlight each mechanism separately, in
nature these mechanisms often act in concert to promote
microgeographic evolution [36].
Mechanisms capable of initiating divergence
Mechanism (i): strong natural selection
Strong natural selection is perhaps the most appreciated
mechanism for initiating and sustaining microgeographic
adaptive divergence. Strong selection that brings the mean
phenotype of a population closer to a locally optimal phenotype (i.e., conveying the highest fitness) can overcome
the high gene flow expected at fine spatial scales (Box 1). A
review of the magnitude of selection gradients seen in
nature suggests that strong selection is rare [37]. However,
if most of these measurements come from populations that
are already well adapted, then selection would appear
weaker than if it was measured on a wider range of
phenotypic variation. Indeed, data from transplant experiments suggest that natural selection is often strong, particularly against migrants [see mechanism (v)] [1]. Given
the mixed evidence for strong selection in nature, other
mechanisms might be required to allow microgeographic
adaptation, especially those that reduce gene flow.
Mechanism (ii): landscape barriers
Microgeographic adaptation can occur when landscape
barriers, such as rivers [38], highways [39], and unsuitable
vegetation cover [40], restrict gene flow between populations. When landscape barriers occur within the dispersal
neighborhood of an organism, they can facilitate microgeographic adaptation. For example, waterfalls and rapids on
Trinidadian streams block the upstream movement of
guppies [33], and within these restricted distances guppies
have evolved different life-history traits in response to
divergent selection [41]. Given the widespread evidence
for landscape filtering of gene flow, population geneticists
have developed a suite of methods that quantify how landscape features alter gene flow [42,43].
Mechanism (III): spatially autocorrelated natural
selection
Even if migrating individuals arrive, they may not carry
alleles that are maladapted to the local environment.
Effective gene flow is defined as the establishment of novel
genes or alleles in a recipient population [15], and it
depends on the distribution of selection on the landscape.
Selective environments are often nonrandomly distributed
in clumps or along clines, leading to positive spatial autocorrelation [44]. Autocorrelated selection can support
microgeographic adaptation between two populations if
each population receives less maladaptive gene flow from
antagonistic selection regimes compared with randomly
distributed selective environments [44,45]. For example,
169
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Figure 1. Conceptual diagram depicting seven mechanisms contributing to microgeographic adaptation. Moths have heritable polygenic variation in color. A moth with
coloration that matches the dominant tree trunk color in a region has greater fitness because predators cannot easily detect it and prey on it. Microgeographic adaptation
can occur when: (i) strong selection differences between habitats lead to divergence in optimal coloration; (ii) landscape barriers to dispersal prevent movement of
maladapted dark morphs into the white-barked tree habitat; (iii) most trees in a region are light colored and, therefore, most migrants are adapted to light bark color; (iv) the
two morphs sample and choose the matching colored habitat; (va) strong selection prevents maladapted dark morphs from colonizing; (vb) strong selection impedes the
success of migrant offspring via mortality or reduced fitness; (vi) the dark morph colonizes, adapts to light-colored bark, and then prevents further colonization by other
morphs by monopolizing resources; and (vii) after colonization, the black morph cannot mate because of sexual selection against migrants.
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imagine multiple populations of cryptically colored moths
distributed across an equal number of dark and light
environments. If environments are randomly distributed,
then half the gene flow into a dark population should be
maladaptive immigration from light populations. However, if dark environments are clustered, then >50% of
genes will come from dark populations. These pre-adapted
genes will facilitate adaptation assuming that they are
compatible with local genes. Pre-adapted genes can also
increase local additive genetic variance and allow for the
regional evolution of favorable alleles [46]. Fine-scale
adaptations are common in empirical studies performed
along abrupt ecotones [28,47], and a recent meta-analysis
found that microgeographic adaption often occurred in
natural populations exposed to spatially autocorrelated
selection [44]. Microgeographic adaptation is less likely
for populations experiencing a rare selection environment,
where a population located in a clump of opposing selection
will receive higher effective (and maladaptive) gene flow.
Theory is needed to determine the general circumstances
under which the spatial distribution of selection affects
adaptive divergence.
Mechanism (iv): habitat selection
Theory often assumes that migrants carry a random
sample of regional alleles [14]. However, there is increasing recognition that genotypes can differ in dispersal
ability or habitat preference [48,49]. When genotypes
redistribute nonrandomly in space, fine-scale population
differentiation can arise quickly and be facilitated rather
than impeded by gene flow [50]. If this spatial segregation involves matching phenotypes to habitats conferring
higher fitness, microgeographic adaptation can result.
Such spatial segregation is only feasible within the typical dispersal range of individuals because individuals
must sample alternate habitats and choose the one conferring high fitness. Habitat selection offers some of
the greatest potential for promoting microgeographic
adaptation.
The most dramatic examples of adaptive divergence via
habitat choice might occur in host races of phytophagous
insects, where different genotypes segregate onto different
host plant species, leading to genetic divergence, local
adaptation, and perhaps speciation [51]. For example,
different color morphs of the Wrangler grasshopper settle
on colored substrates that match their camouflage [52].
Habitat preferences also occur in vertebrates: different
phenotypes of threespine stickleback preferentially disperse into lake or stream habitats, promoting their divergence [53]. The resulting genetic clines can occur as little as
a few meters upstream from a lake, despite the capacity of
sticklebacks to disperse hundreds of meters in a few days
[53].
Amplifying mechanisms that require some prior
divergence
Mechanism (v): selective barriers against migrants
Selective barriers are defined as selection that reduces the
fitness of migrants before their alleles are incorporated
into the recipient gene pool [15]. This decreased fitness can
reduce the stream of maladapted migrant genes expected
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at microgeographic scales and thereby facilitate adaptation. Selective barriers occur when selection decreases the
colonization or success of migrant phenotypes either en
route to or within a habitat. For instance, deep-bodied
salmon trying to migrate upstream become stranded and
die, such that stream-breeding populations are genetically
more shallow-bodied than downstream lake-breeding
populations [54]. Within habitats, Nosil [55] showed that
predators reduced by 15% the fitness of stick insects that
had migrated from alternative host plant species. These
insects had evolved cryptic morphologies on their original
host, which made them more conspicuous to predators on
the new host.
Beyond increasing mortality, selective barriers can
decrease the mating success [see mechanism (vii) below]
and fecundity of migrants. For example, if a resident and
migrant successfully mate, they might encounter postzygotic impediments if they produce unviable offspring or
intermediate phenotypes with low fitness in that local
environment [56]. Thus, selection can further decrease
maladaptive gene flow, which exaggerates spatial and
reproductive isolation and thereby supports microgeographic adaptation.
Selective barriers can be identified by transplant experiments and observations of neutral divergence. Hereford [1]
reviewed transplant experiments and found, on average,
45% higher fitness for the resident population compared
with foreign populations, suggesting the operation of contemporary selective barriers. However, these results cannot indicate if selective barriers initiated the original
adaptive differences or reinforced nascent divergence.
Also, most populations in this review were separated by
distances that exceeded microgeographic scales. Thus, we
still do not know how commonly strong selective barriers
operate at fine scales. Neutral genetic patterns can also
uncover the role of selective barriers. ‘Isolation by Adaptation’ is a pattern that occurs when neutral genetic markers
correlate with local selection rather than with landscape
distance [20,57–59]. For instance, Richter-Boix et al. [59]
found that moor frogs differed in larval life-history traits
that were correlated with environmental characteristics
and neutral genetic variation, but not geographic distance.
Mechanism (vi): evolutionary monopolization effects
De Meester and colleagues [60] proposed the monopolization hypothesis to explain an evolution-mediated priority
effect, whereby adaptation by early colonists creates a
selective barrier against future maladaptive gene flow.
With sufficient time and additive genetic variation, the
first colonists to a patch adapt to the local environment,
and this initial divergence facilitates rapid population
growth. Through a numerical advantage and by exploiting
resources, resident genotypes limit the inflow of comparatively poorly adapted subsequent immigrants and thus
initiate a positive feedback between adaptive divergence
and reduced gene flow [58,60]. For example, Daphnia
magna originating from ponds in the UK were allowed
to adapt to experimentally elevated temperatures for c. 34
generations. These recently adapted UK clones then dominated over clones added to the experiment from France
that would have dominated had they arrived concurrently
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because they were pre-adapted to the warmer conditions
[61]. Hence, adaptation can provide an advantage to early
colonists in their interactions with future immigrants. We
currently do not know how much preexisting adaptive
divergence is necessary to facilitate this positive feedback
at microgeographic scales. Therefore, further theoretical
and empirical development is needed.
Mechanism (vii): sexual selection against migrants
If maladapted individuals arrive in a population and survive, they still might not contribute to the local gene pool if
residents avoid mating with them. Sexual selection is a
specific type of selective barrier mediated through mating
opportunities, which can act on phenotypic differences
produced due to dispersal (e.g., poor body condition of
arriving migrants), plastic responses to source environments, or genetic divergence. These phenotypic differences
can reduce the mating success of immigrants if: (i) immigrants are poorly adapted and females prefer well-adapted
local males; (ii) local females are less likely to recognize the
mating signals of immigrants; or (iii) populations experience divergent preferences for mate advertisements. The
first option requires prior divergence in adaptive traits, the
second requires differences in male signals, and the third
requires prior divergence in male signals and female preferences. Consequently, these processes are more likely to
amplify preexisting divergence, rather than initiate microgeographic divergence from an initially well-mixed population. Similarly, positive assortative mating within each
population could produce discrimination against phenotypically dissimilar immigrants [62]. However, this is not
likely to be an effective source of complete reproductive
isolation between populations except in the most extreme
cases of population divergence or assortment [63].
Adaptive differentiation via mate choice occurs most
readily when traits under divergent natural selection also
affect mate choice [64] either via pleiotropy or genetic
linkage. These ‘magic traits’ reduce gene flow concurrent
with adaptive divergence and thus can reinforce initial
divergence even with significant gene flow [65]. Nonmagic
traits can also play a role. For instance, outbreeding
avoidance occurs when local individuals avoid mating with
genetically divergent migrants. Although inbreeding
avoidance is well appreciated [66], many species also avoid
outbreeding, including frigatebirds, salamanders, cichlid
fishes, and self-pollinating plants [66–69]; thus, this preference might commonly support microgeographic adaptation.
Broader ecological and evolutionary implications
Historically, evolutionary biologists searched for local
adaptation across the broader geographic scales where
gene flow was limited and finding local adaptation was
more certain. Recent studies suggest that microgeographic
adaptation occurs more commonly than once expected. We
anticipate that an increased research focus will uncover
additional examples. This broader scope for adaptation
will affect how we think about the maintenance of genetic
and species diversity, importance of eco-evolutionary
dynamics, and the application of evolution to conservation
biology and human health at fine spatial scales [70–74].
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If microgeographic adaptation is widespread, smallscale environmental variation could help explain the maintenance of functionally relevant genetic diversity [1]. The
potential for widespread microgeographic adaptation also
suggests that more genetic diversity with functional relevance exists in nature than is currently appreciated. This
greater genetic variation could buffer species against
future changes by storing adaptive genes. For instance,
a few populations exposed to hot microclimates might
supply the adaptive alleles that promote more widespread
adaptation to warming temperatures. Given microgeographic adaptation, conservation biologists will need to
focus at even smaller scales to locate and preserve the full
range of unique evolutionary histories and capacities to
persist under future environmental conditions [75].
Ecologists increasingly recognize that evolutionary
changes might affect ecological patterns and dynamics
[74,76,77]. Most eco-evolutionary studies evaluate the
effect of evolution on populations separated by coarser
scales. Yet, ecologists often seek to explain patterns of
community structure at more localized spatial scales,
where neighboring populations are well connected by dispersal (e.g., in a metacommunity; [78]). If evolutionary
divergence can alter community dynamics across the same
spatial scales at which ecologists have traditionally understood them, then the need to synthesize ecology and evolution becomes that much more compelling (Figure 2). For
instance, microgeographic adaptation in salamander populations was shown to buffer top-down effects of local predators on community diversity [79]. In such a case,
ecologists could draw the wrong conclusions because cryptic evolutionary dynamics operate in the background to
weaken or exaggerate ecological dynamics ([80]; Figure 2).
Microgeographic adaptations might frequently evolve
across the abrupt selection mosaics created by human land
use and pollution. Some of our best examples of microgeographic adaptation originate from moths adapting to
industrialization and plants adapting to toxic mine tailings
(Box 3). Fine-scale evolution could generate more resilience in the face of human disturbance than is currently
recognized and even prevent extinctions through evolutionary rescue [81,82]. Microgeographic adaptations could
also affect direct human interactions with other species.
For instance, prey species might evolve localized responses
to spatially variable harvesting techniques of plants and
animals [83], requiring a smaller spatial scale of management. Agricultural organisms might evolve resistance to
pests or herbicides at fine scales [84]. Human pathogens
could also evolve in response to locally prevalent pesticides, antibiotics, or levels of resistance in human populations [71]. Overall, microgeographic adaptation forces
applied biologists to consider a finer scale of management
than is typically examined.
A roadmap for studying the spatial scale of adaptation
Our review of microgeographic adaptation highlights the
opportunities for a deepened understanding of evolution
in nature, which will emerge from a closer consideration
of spatial scale in the study of selection and movement.
Equally, we emphasize the serious limitations in understanding microgeographic adaptation imposed by the
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(A) No microgeographic adaptaon

+

(B) Microgeographic adaptaon

+

TRENDS in Ecology & Evolution

Figure 2. Microgeographic adaptation could influence fine-scale ecological patterns through eco-evolutionary processes. In this example, a generalist fish predator
consumes zooplankton, which in turn consumes phytoplankton in this common aquatic food chain. Dense zooplankton can reduce phytoplankton and create a clear-water
phase in lakes that otherwise would enter a green-water phase dominated by photosynthetic phytoplankton. Fish can reduce zooplankton numbers to produce the greenwater phase through a trophic cascade of indirect consumptive effects. In (A), we assume no microgeographic adaptation, and observations of nearby lakes with and
without fish confirm the importance of fish in determining phytoplankton density. In (B), we assume that the zooplankton can evolve helmets and spines that protect them
from fish, which then switch to other prey species. These adaptations are common in zooplankton and enable them to maintain high densities in the face of fish predation
and control phytoplankton regardless of fish presence. Not considering microgeographic adaptation would incorrectly lead to the conclusion that fish have minor effects on
aquatic food chains in local lakes. Fish strongly affect food chains, but this effect is mediated by cryptic evolutionary dynamics rather than through the commonly assumed
ecological pathways.

lack of data available to evaluate its generality. We can
cite examples, but we are far from being able to characterize typical scales over which we can expect microgeographic adaptation to occur, or to enumerate the
causes underlying observed examples. We believe that

creating a standard definition will catalyze the collection
of needed information. The techniques to study natural
selection and estimate movement patterns and gene flow
are well developed (Box 4) [3,85]. However, few researchers have combined these methods with an eye toward

Box 4. Evaluating microgeographic adaptation in nature
The prospect of microgeographic adaptation creates the opportunity
for novel insights into the scale of adaptation in nature. Here we
highlight two compelling questions that will facilitate our understanding, and offer approaches to answering them. Progress will be
made by integrating standard methods with less commonly used
approaches, such as the introduction and tracking of maladapted
genotypes.
What is the lower spatial boundary of adaptive divergence?
A lack of data at fine scales means that we know little regarding this
lower boundary.
 Measuring the spatial distribution of phenotypes and selection
across the landscape provides the context needed to evaluate the
scale of divergence, selection variation, and autocorrelation [44].
 Common garden experiments provide evidence that observed
phenotypic differences have a genetic basis and can identify the
role of experimental selective factors [3].
 Reciprocal transplant experiments between populations measure
fitness differences in both the home and foreign environments and
quantify local adaptation in situ [3,4].
 Estimating dispersal and gene flow in tandem and comparing their
relative magnitudes can uncover the relative scale of divergence
and discern among potential mechanisms.
 Measuring adaptive divergence across sharp gradients in selection
(e.g., ecotones; [28,47]) is an efficient way to determine the
minimum scale of adaptation (Figure I in Box 3).
What mechanisms promote microgeographic adaptation?
The unexpected nature of microgeographic adaptation usually arises
from overestimates of disruptive gene flow. We currently have limited

data to assess the role of the seven highlighted mechanisms that can
reduce gene flow (Figure 1, main text), and the following approaches,
combined with the methods above, will provide such data.
 Landscape genetics methods can identify landscape barriers to
gene flow [42,43].
 Behavioral trials are used to evaluate habitat choice [49].
 Tracking phenotypes and genotypes in situ enables researchers to
estimate selection over time and the relative fitness of residents and
migrants. Changes in migrant representation can reveal the timing
and strength of selection.
 Introducing ‘migrants’ and tracking their fate provides invaluable
information on the suite of mechanisms driving divergence. Do
migrants die soon after introduction? Is their mating success similar
to residents? How fit are their offspring [101]?
 Experimentally manipulating the selective environments will enable researchers to track changes in dispersal patterns and shifts in
fitness between populations experiencing altered selection.
 Identifying the genes under selection uncovers the molecular
underpinnings of adaptive divergence and allows for more efficient
tracking of maladapted individuals and selection at the genic level
[102].
Investigating local adaptation at fines scales requires additional
considerations beyond those applied at broader scales. For example,
the degree of trait divergence is expected to become small, and thus
large samples sizes will be needed to detect significant differences.
Given that the scale of adaptation will not usually be known in
advance, study designs should include multiple sampling points
collected within and beyond the dispersal kernel (e.g., geometrically
scaled sampling). Lastly, examining adaptation in replicated populations and landscapes can suggest the generality of observed patterns.
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understanding the minimum spatial scale of adaptive
differentiation [28,86].
This dearth of studies at small scales highlights a need
for evolutionary biologists to examine more closely the role
of spatial scale in driving evolution across a wider range of
scales. The ecological literature has had a comprehensive
focus on scale for the past two decades [87–89]. By contrast,
spatial scale, as opposed to temporal scale, has received
less attention in discussions of major themes for evolutionary biology, the contentious topic of the geography of
speciation notwithstanding. This distinction in research
agendas might partially explain why phenotypic patterns
at very small spatial scales are almost reflexively described
as ecological phenomena. We view an emerging interest in
microgeographic adaptation as a useful entry point for a
larger evaluation of spatial scale in evolution, as well as its
relation to ecological responses occurring in the same
landscapes. We suspect that we will find that many patterns previously attributed exclusively to plasticity and
other nominated ecological mechanisms will originate in
part from fine-scale evolution.
To be more specific, even the most ardent skeptics of the
notion of microgeographic adaptation will agree that, for a
given study system, there is some minimum scale over
which adaptive differentiation is likely to occur. What is
that scale? This is the paramount question in the study of
microgeographic adaptation. An alternative approach is to
estimate the minimum scale at which a given degree of
adaptive differentiation is possible. To make such a determination, the researcher must identify the degree of differentiation known to have biologically relevant effects.
Once more data are available and we can identify a lower
spatial boundary for adaptive divergence, then we can
debate whether the observed scales are ‘micro’. Much as
the debates about rates of rapid evolution that emerged
during the 1990s were quelled by data, we expect that the
same will occur once we can assess quantitative patterns
amassed over numerous systems.
To accomplish this transition will require an ambitious
set of both observational and experimental studies integrated and applied at a finer spatial scale than is typical
(detailed in Box 4). On the observational front, we need to
systematically sample patterns of phenotypic variation
concurrently with estimates of movement patterns and
gene flow. A specific goal should be to identify the scale
of neighborhoods across which phenotypes and genes vary
and how those scales relate to observed patterns of movement. Only by sampling at finer spatial scales than we
suspect divergence will occur will we detect or discount
microgeographic variation. Beyond observational studies,
an experimental approach is required to estimate the
adaptive significance of observed trait divergence and
identify the mechanisms promoting adaptive divergence
at fine scales. Multiple approaches, ranging from common
garden experiments to more novel methods such as longterm introductions and tracking of maladapted genotypes
must be integrated to identify the mechanisms and genomic underpinnings of microgeographic divergence (Box 4).
Much research remains to be done before we understand
when and where we should expect to see microgeographic
adaptation. This work will require integrating theory,
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experiments, and observations with the common goal of
determining the spatial scale of adaptation. Abundant
opportunities exist for novel manipulations of the environmental grain of selection, dispersal, and genetic composition of populations in the wild to reveal how evolution
works at fine scales. The payoff will be a robust understanding of spatial evolutionary patterns and the processes creating them. The time has come for an
expansion into new frontiers of spatial evolutionary
research. Our understanding has now advanced to the
point where we cannot assume that evolution is something
that only happens at great distances. We can no longer
neglect the possibility of adaptive evolution at small spatial scales or its consequences for ecological and evolutionary processes.
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